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Employers seeking skills, not robots
There is a new obsession among
higher education administrators and
the politicians who oversee them.
That new obsession can be summarized as follows: Colleges must
prepare students for jobs. While this
new mantra might seem innocuous
and even well intentioned, there is
more to it than meets the eyes.
In the first place, in the world we
live today the specific requirements
for different jobs continue to change
at a dizzying pace. What we think is
most important today will most likely not be tomorrow. Leading to these
changes are factors including technological transformations, as well as
changes in the economic, social, and
legal foundations of society. These
changes make it virtually impossible to produce graduates with the
precise know-how to be applied as
soon as they graduate. And no one
should ever think that what one
learns in college is all that is needed
to succeed. It is not about memorizing facts; it is about people’s ability
to keep learning and adapting to a
changing world.
So, what are the skills that we
should be teaching in college, regardless of a particular career path? First
is critical thinking, that is, the ability to gather the correct information,
dismiss unsubstantiated material,
and question conventional wisdom.
In that way, we can make informed
decisions. Second is problem solving. Life is full of surprises with
new problems arising at every turn,
and that is why one needs to have
the ability to analyze the components of problems and discern what
is the best decision possible, while
being conscientious about the fact
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that there is no such a thing as a
perfect solution. Third is the ability
to work in teams. Because everyday
problems are becoming more and
more complex, we need the knowledge, experience, and insight from
people with different backgrounds.
To that end we have to be able to
reach out and seek advice and alternative approaches, and that can only
be achieved through well-designed
teams.
Fourth, no matter the discipline
or career path, being a good communicator is key. That means being
able to express ideas convincingly
to a variety of audiences, whether in
writing or verbally.
By no means do I mean to imply
that the only things that we need
to teach in college are the skills
mentioned above. People need to
have a strong literacy in their discipline of choice, a combination of
breath and depth in the knowledge
and practice of fundamental subjects. But without the foundational
skills mentioned above, we may be
producing graduates who are not
prepared for the workforce because
they graduate based only on their
ability to memorize facts for a particular test.
The problem is that they will forget most of those items within weeks
after the exam. After all, humans are
not like a computer hard drive.
And this is not just a personal

opinion. A couple of weeks ago The
Wall Street Journal published an article titled, “More Companies Teach
Workers What Colleges Don’t.”
The article describes a number of
examples in which corporations are
retraining recent college graduates
for them to be able to contribute efficiently to the goals of their employers.
The crux of the article is that
employers are complaining that
many college graduates lack even
basic critical thinking abilities.
That is why many employers are
becoming more and more skeptical
of college diplomas and transcripts
because of what they perceive to be
“degree inflation.” Jobs interviews
are being geared more towards figuring out if the applicant has the right
skills or not. Thus, many employers
feel dissatisfied with the way colleges are preparing students and that
they have to invest time and money
in teaching important skills.
So, what are some employers
doing? Their thinking is as follows:
If we have to teach our entry-level
employees what they need to know,
we will just siphon them out from
high school. This approach is, of
course, bad for our higher education
system, a system that is more and
more dependent upon tuition money,
and that in many areas of the country is experiencing a drop in enrollment numbers due to a decline in the
number of high school graduates.
Another factor we need to be aware
regarding the message of “preparing
students for a job” motto is that
there is a subtle but evident predisposition for undermining certain
areas that politicians perceive as

“useless.” Despite such biases, many
studies (mentioned in this column
over the years) have shown that people with liberal arts degrees not only
are able to secure well-compensated
jobs, but also show a great deal of
personal satisfaction. After all, what
better way to develop skills in critical thinking than majoring in philosophy? What better way to develop
communication skills than majoring
in English, modern languages, or
communications studies? What better way to engender creativity and
problem solving than majoring in
the arts?
These are the kind of skills we
should be emphasizing in college
because they are the ones that will
pave the way not only to satisfying
employment, but also are the ones
needed by employers. Not surprisingly, a large proportion of people (near 50 percent) with a college
degree end up working in a sector
that did not require the particular knowledge they learned in their
majors.
Therefore, both administrators and
faculty in colleges and universities
need to be aware of these realities
in order to promote the value of a
higher education degree, particularly in the liberal arts. And there
is no better way to achieve that by
demonstrating that we ourselves are
good communicators.
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a writer
and college professor with leadership
experience in higher education. He can
be contacted through his website at:
http://www.aromerojr.net
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Doing their part
The Troy/Edwardsville Shrine Club would like to thank Troy Dunkin Donuts for donating two
dozen donuts for the Shriners Free Screening Clinic March 3 at Anderson Hospital. In back from
left are: Wayne Miles, James Alvarez, Jay Keeven (chairman of the event), George Bruner and
Brian Brown. In front are Dunkin Donuts employees.

Treasury rules state tax deduction
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — The U.S.
Treasury has ruled that Illinois
homeowners who prepaid their 2018
property taxes last year will receive
the full state and local tax deduction.
Republican Rep. Peter Roskam of
Wheaton asked for the clarification
following confusion caused by an
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“We’re doing a classic movie of the month,”
Canal said. “We were in
the Easter spirit when we
decided to book that.”
The
dramatic
film
explores the story of a
traveling handyman who
assists nuns in building a
chapel in the desert.
Directed by Ralph Nelson, the film stars Sidney
Poitier, Lilia Skala and
Lisa Mann.
Coming up at 7 p.m.,

IRS advisory issued in December,
which suggested that homeowners who prepaid without having
their properties formally assessed
wouldn’t be able to deduct the payments.
The treasury department ruled
that because Illinois property taxes

Tuesday, April 17, “Chicago” will be taking to the
big screen.
“(We’re showing) just a
fun, little musical,” Canal
said.
The 2002 classic tells of
two murderesses – Velma
Kelly and Roxie Hart –
who find themselves on
death row together in
1920s Chicago.
Directed by Rob Marshall, the film stars Renee
Zellweger,
Catherine
Zeta-Jones and Richard
Gere.
For the last week of
April, Canal said he plans
to wrap up the month
with an Oscar Award-
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When Sams allegedly inquired
about the girl’s address, the father
intervened and took over the conversation, pretending to be his
daughter.
He obtained messages from the
suspect that allegedly showed he
was aware the girl was only 12 and
suggesting they meet in secret to
have sex. Sams allegedly discussed

are for assessments made the previous year, the IRS advisory doesn’t
affect homeowners in the state.
Many rushed to make property
tax prepayments at the end of last
year when it was announced that
the new tax bill would eliminate the
unlimited property tax deduction.

winning film.
“Last
month,
we
showed ‘Three Billboards
Outside Ebbing, Missouri.’ Then finally, ‘The
Shape of Water.’ They
were very successful for
us,” Canal said. “(This
month) we are showing
‘Lady Bird.’”
The showing is at 7
p.m., Friday, April 27.
Tickets are $9 each with
check or cash, in-person.
Tickets will be increased
to $10 each if paid for
through a credit card.
“Lady Bird” tells of a
young 17-year-old girl
who is coming of age in
Sacramento, California,

deleting the conversation and
meeting at a motel.
He sent her a picture of himself
and suggested she send him a picture, “maybe a little sexy one.”
Wood River police contacted
Sams’ parole agent, who gave
Wood River police the phone number used by Sams, who was arrested on Feb. 14. Sams allegedly told
an officer that he was “sexting a
girl that he thought was of age, but
it turned out that she was 12 or 13
years old.”
Wood River police went to Galesburg, from where the messages

and explores her journey
of adolescence into adulthood.
Directed by Greta Gerwig, the film stars Saoirse
Ronan, Laurie Metcalf
and Tracy Letts. The film
is rated R.
Tickets for the $2 Tuesday movies can be purchased at the Wildey
Theatre one hour prior
to showtimes. Cash or
checks are accepted and
seating is general admission.
For more information
about upcoming movies or shows, visit the
Wildey’s website at www.
wildeytheatre.com.

were sent, to obtain the cell phone
used in the alleged crime.
At the time of his arrest, Sams
was out on parole after serving
time on a burglary charge. After
apparently violating parole, he was
sent back to Pinckneyville Correctional Center, where he is currently
being held.
Sams has a record dating to
1983 when he was convicted of
robbery and sentenced to seven
years in prison. He also has two
prior convictions for burglary
and one for possession of burglary tools.

“The event is still in the planning stages and will
require a small budget for some of the items,” Bowden
said. “We are trying to get donations from local businesses for some of the items and are working to secure
vendors such as Partners for Pets and Tye Dyed Iguana.”
The family event will include bounce houses, a sidewalk chalk art contest from the classes at Glen Carbon
Elementary School, ice cream and drinks from local businesses, and music from local youth music groups.
There will also be giveaway items with the campaign
slogan printed on them.
The village hired Cork Tree Creative to create a fundraising campaign, “Make Schon Park Shine,” in an effort
to raise private funds for the construction of the park
amenities.
Bowden said the village had also contacted Randy
Schon to inform him of the event due to some deed
restrictions on the property. He said Schon had no issues
with the event.
In related business, trustees approved the agreement
for a Madison County Park Enhancement Program
grant.
Bowden said the $64,825 will be used for the development of Schon Park.
Last fall trustees entered into a contract with TWM Inc.
for professional design and construction services for the
park. TWM is designing the plans for the completion of
Phase 2A of the park.
Phase 2A is estimated to cost $1.6 million. Work
includes the construction of the parking lot, playground
and restrooms as well as storm and sanitary sewer work,
grading and erosion control, landscaping and lighting.
The 36-acre Schon Park was purchased in 2005 at a
cost of $1.8 million. The final plan for the park includes
bicycle and walking trails, a baseball diamond, basketball and tennis courts and a concession stand. The total
cost of the project is estimated at $6 million.
The park is located on Main Street across from the Village Hall.
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“Well, that’s pretty solid research. It’s not like we’re
flying by the seat of our pants, ” said Skip Schmidt.
The township also announced winners of the
Edwardsville Township Government in Action Contest.
The contest gave students the opportunity to enter illustrations, campaigns, essays, and “selfies” at the park and
win cash prizes.
A kindergarten through second-grade Illustration
Contest encouraged students to illustrate their favorite
thing to do and/or memory at Edwardsville Township
Park. The winners received a $25 cash prize. They are:
• Emery Garlinghouse, a first grader at Leclaire Elementary;
• Lucas Rigoni, a second grader at Glen Carbon Elementary;
• Abigail Godard, a kindergartener at N.O. Nelson
Elementary;
• Sedi Nutsukpui, a firstgrader at Leclaire Elementary;
and
• Braxton Tite, a first grader at Leclaire Elementary
Students in third through fifth grade participated in
the Official for a Day campaign contest.
The contest encouraged students to choose an elected
position at Edwardsville Township and submit their
campaign. The winner was Paris Appleby, a fifth grader
at Woodland Elementary. She was selected on the basis
of “creativity and proposed ideas to benefit the township.” She received a $50 cash prize.
“Paris would like to be a supervisor and would like
to see healthier school lunches, and make recycling bins
more available and would have a fundraiser for the
YMCA for new workout equipment,” Schulte said.
The sixth through eighth grade essay or illustration
contest gave students the option of writing an essay
or completing an illustration about why Edwardsville
Township is the best community to live in. The winner
was Maggie Pifer, a sixth grader at St. Boniface Catholic
Church.

